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Abstract. Cache side-channel attacks allow adversaries to learn sensitive information about co-running processes by using only access latency measures and cache contention. This vulnerability has been shown
to lead to several microarchitectural attacks. As a promising solution,
recent work proposes Randomization-based Protected Caches (RPCs).
RPCs randomize cache addresses, changing keys periodically so as to
avoid long-term leakage. Unfortunately, recent attacks have called the
security of state-of-the-art RPCs into question.
In this work, we tackle the problem of formally defining and analyzing the security properties of RPCs. We first give security definitions
against access-based cache side-channel attacks that capture security
against known attacks such as Prime+Probe and Evict+Probe. Then,
using these definitions, we obtain results that allow to guarantee security by adequately choosing the rekeying period, the key generation
algorithm and the cache randomizer, thus providing security proofs for
RPCs under certain assumptions.
Keywords: Cache side-channel attacks · Timing attacks · Randomizationbased protected caches · Randomly-mapped caches · Pseudo-random
functions · Security definition
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Introduction

In computer architecture, caches are hardware storage components designed to
mitigate the high-latency issues of main memory accesses. They act as intermediaries between the core and the main memory, and they store accessed data so
that later accesses do not need to fetch data from main memory, thus reducing
the access delay.
The inherent low latency of cache accesses is vital for performance, and yet it
can cause security problems. The access latency leaks to cores the information of
whether or not data already resided in the cache hierarchy before the access took
place. This information has been used in a variety of microarchitectural attacks,
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for example targeting cryptographic algorithms [LYG+ 15,IGI+ 16], cloud and
sandbox environments [ZJRR14,OKSK15], keystroke timing [Mon18,SLG+ 18],
the kernel space ASLR [GMF+ 16,GRB+ 17], or establishing covert channels as
well [GMWM16,MWS+ 17]. Speculative execution attacks such as the Spectre attack [BSN+ 19,CVS+ 19,KHF+ 19], the Meltdown attack [LSG+ 18] and the Foreshadow attack [VMW+ 18] also exploit cache side channels.
We focus on side-channel attacks that exploit cache contention. Cache contention is the property of caches by which, given their small capacity with respect
to main memory, cached addresses are bound to be evicted if enough accesses
are made. In these attacks, the attacker uses the same cache as the victim process, but process isolation is active and the attacker does not have flushing
privileges. Among the attacks that exploit cache contention, we focus on accessbased attacks, which consist in using the memory access time of the attacker
to gather information on the activity of victim processes. In this work we do
not consider attacks that require more privileges, like timing the execution of
processes [LWML16], flushing the cache [GMWM16], or using cache collisions
with victim processes [Ber05].
The most well-known access-based attack is undisputably the Prime+Probe
attack [Per05,OST06,LYG+ 15,MWS+ 17,SWG+ 17]. This attack starts by taking
an initial large set of addresses, and reduces it so that all addresses end up cached
when sequentially accessed. This reduced set of addresses is used to bring the
cache to a known state. These addresses are re-accessed at a later time, and the
latencies are observed in order to derive information on the access pattern of the
victim process in between both access batches. The efficiency of Prime+Probe
is improved by an order of magnitude in recent work [Qur19,VKM19]. Another
attack covered in our work is Evict+Probe [BM06,DXS20], which assumes that
the first batch of accesses is carried by the victim process instead of the attacker.
A solution that aims at protecting against access-based attacks is cache
randomization. Randomization-based protected caches (RPCs, see the works
in [WL07,LL14,LWML16,Qur18,THAC18,Qur19,WUG+ 19,DKMPHL20]) shuffle cache addresses so that accesses are distributed randomly in the cache. Their
lower area and computational overhead makes them the most appealing candidates to prevent contention attacks.
Generic attacks such as [BDY+ 20,PGGV21] showcase a weakness of RPCs:
any RPC is expected to become insecure if attackers are allowed enough accesses. This is due to the small size of cache memories. To overcome this, known
RPCs [Qur18,THAC18,Qur19] establish a rekeying period. The rekeying period
determines a number of cache accesses after which the keying material is refreshed and the cache is flushed. Assuming that the rekeying procedure changes
the distribution of the address randomization unpredictably enough, this restricts the number of accesses at disposal to perform an attack.
All previous research on RPCs focuses either in building solutions to thwart
known attacks, or in finding weaknesses of existing constructions. During this
period, the security of many RPCs has been defended with strong claims, only
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to be called into question by later work. The present work aims at bringing tools
to stop this break-and-repair cycle.
1.1

Our contributions

As the transition from traditional to modern cryptography shows, a good way to
provide well-grounded and concrete security claims is to converge to a provable
security approach. The present work strives to define notions that characterize security against access-based attacks, and which can be used to assess the
security of previous RPCs.
First, we present a model for cache systems and RPCs. Our model considers a single cache-level hierarchy, as we aim to protect the last-level cache,
and it takes into account the leakage of access latencies. We then provide a
definition that captures security against access-based attacks. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first security definition for RPCs that follows the
game-based approach of cryptographic security definitions, where an adversary engages in an experiment and tries to maximize its success advantage.
Our security definition applies to every published RPC up-to-date, in particular
to [WL07,LL14,LWML16,Qur18,THAC18,Qur19,WUG+ 19,DKMPHL20].
Due to specific constraints of RPCs, standard cryptographic security definitions do not fit into this context. Namely, the size of caches is fixed and small,
and cannot grow arbitrarily according to a security parameter. Instead, we adjust
the security of the cache with the number of accesses the adversary is allowed
to make, and we do so by establishing a rekeying period. We view the rekeying
period as the security parameter of RPCs.
Our next step is to study the impact of rekeying and cache parameters on
security. To this end, given a certain probability p and assuming that the cache
randomizer behaves as a random oracle, we provide rekeying periods that guarantee all attacks succeed in breaking security during one epoch with advantage
at most p. This result is ported to a scenario with noise conditions, and we give
tools to extend the obtained security guarantees across various epochs. We complete our security analysis by studying rekeying periods that are known to allow
efficient attacks.
Additionally, we obtain sufficient conditions for the cache randomizer to provide some security guarantees. We model cache randomizers as pseudo-random
functions, and we see that requiring a certain security from an RPC imposes
bounds on the security parameters of its underlying cache randomizer. This result allows to generalize our results to cache randomizers that are modeled as
pseudo-random functions, instead of as random oracles.
Finally, we demonstrate our results through an application case. We illustrate
the achieved results in the case of a commodity processor, for which we compute
rekeying periods that provide concrete security guarantees. Our case of study
shows that security can be extended across several epochs, providing significant
security gains and increasing the time window where security is known to be enforced. The scripts used to perform the provided computations have been made
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available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6397296. In addition, we evaluate the impact of the rekeying period on performance using a cache simulator,
showing the practicality of our work.
1.2

Related work

There exist two types of solutions to protect against access-based attacks. The
first [WL07,DJL+ 12,KLA+ 18] consists of partitioning the cache, making each
partition exclusive to only one process. Unfortunately, this isolation results in
a poor usage of resources that can defeat the purpose of large cache memories.
The second is randomization-based protected caches (RPCs), and it is the one
considered in this work.
The first RPC, RPCache [WL07], applies a permutation of set indexes that
is stored as a permutation table in memory, and changes this permutation every
time there is cache interference between two processes. This approach is better
suited for small caches, but it becomes impractical as cache size grows (e.g. for
last-level caches).
To overcome the efficiency issues of RPCache, CEASER [Qur18] takes an
encryption-based approach. In CEASER, a low-latency block cipher is used
to encrypt and decrypt all physical addresses that enter and leave the cache.
Keys are changed periodically to thwart known contention attacks. Despite
their strong security claims, later attacks were shown to reveal information
on the access pattern of the victim, either by breaking the block cipher used
in CEASER [BGS+ 20,PGGV21], or with improved access-based attacks such
as [Qur19,VKM19,PGGV21]. A similar solution is Time-Secure Cache [THAC18],
which additionally implements per-process domain separation.
Subsequent work [Qur19,WUG+ 19] attempts to further enhance the security of RPCs by working over a non-standard type of cache memories called
skewed caches [Sez93,QBBC09,SSW14,YCJQ18]. Skewed caches split their memory into various partitions. Addresses are mapped to a different cache set in
each partition, and on a cache miss a partition is selected at random. SkewedCEASER [Qur19] encrypts the addresses in each partition independently and
renews the key periodically, albeit using a weak block cipher [BGS+ 20]. ScatterCache [WUG+ 19] randomizes addresses in the cache, doing it independently in
each partition as well, but without key refreshing. Later work [BDY+ 20,PGGV21]
acknowledges that using partitions considerably strengthens security, but finds
that some key renewal is imperative, and that largely successful access-based
attacks are still possible with the parameters chosen in Skewed-CEASER and
ScatterCache.
Two previous works have examined the security properties of RPCs from a
probabilistic point of view. In [BDY+ 20], a statistical analysis of RPCs is performed, and the obtained results are implemented in a tool that is used to evaluate the security of state-of-the-art RPCs, deeming them insecure. In [PGGV21],
after presenting a new access-based attack, its success probability in breaking
the security of several RPCs is computed, and this is used to better understand
the influence of the RPC design parameters on security.
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Overview of the article

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides our models for cache
memories, cache randomizers, and RPCs used in the rest of this article. Section 3
presents our single-epoch and multi-epoch security definitions for RPCs, and our
pseudo-randomness definitions for cache randomizers and rekeying algorithms.
Section 4 studies the security of RPCs, providing sufficient conditions to achieve
provable security. We study the single-epoch and multi-epoch cases, on top of a
scenario with noise conditions. We also study rekeying periods that are known to
allow attacks that break security with enough advantage.Section 5 portraits an
application example of how one may apply the obtained results, and a simulation
that shows the impact of rekeying on the overall processor performance. The
article concludes in Section 6 with a brief summary and some research directions.
As additional material, in Appendix A we state several assumptions on cache
memories and cache randomizers that we take to define our models. Also, in
Appendix B we give some considerations that affect the threat model of our
security definition.

2

Randomization-based protected caches

In this section, we present our cache and RPC models. To guide the design of
these models, we start the section by giving a primer on memory management
and address translation that follows from the material in [Sar19,VKM19].
2.1

Memory management

The architecture surrounding memory accesses in modern computer systems
roughly follows the diagram of Figure 1. It consists of the following components:
Main Memory: The main (or primary) memory consists of separately-addressable
memory blocks, organized into disjoint frames, each of the same size 2p . Each
block is addressed by a physical address, which is a concatenation of the frame
number (representing its frame) and page offset (representing the position
of the block inside the frame).
CPU: The CPU executes processes, which in turn need access to the main
memory. However, processes may need to have exclusive access to memory
blocks for security (process isolation), and it is convenient for the memory
space to be linearly arranged. Hence, the CPU accesses the main memory
through virtual (or logical ) addresses, which are sequential and are ultimately
mapped to physical addresses. Virtual addresses consist of a page number
and a page offset.
MMU/TLB: The memory management unit (MMU) maps virtual addresses to
physical addresses, according to a per-process page table. The storage and
maintenance of this table is carried out by the MMU-managed translation
lookaside buffer (TLB) and by the operating system (OS). The MMU implements process isolation, and it lets processes share data if and only if their
page tables share a frame number.
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Cache: In this work, we focus on caches that reside the farthest to the core (see
Appendix B), called Last-Level Caches (LLC). Such caches take as input
physical addresses, retrieve the corresponding data from main memory if
necessary, and forward the data to the CPU. In the process, they save the
received data in its internal storage, so that future accesses avoid the high
latency of main memory.
The cache internally maps physical addresses to cache addresses to perform
the internal storage. In the typical set-associative paradigm, the internal
storage of the caches comprise 2c cache sets, each indexed by a set index.
Every cache set is divided into cache lines, each capable of holding the data
of several blocks each. All cache sets hold the same amount a of cache lines,
which is known as the associativity of the cache.
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Fig. 1: Components involved in the memory management of conventional
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Address translation

The virtual to physical address translation is carried out by the MMU. The
translation consists simply on replacing the page number portion of the address
by the possibly smaller frame number associated to it, according to the page
table of the current process.
Cache addresses are divided into three parts: the set index, the tag, and
the offset. Physical to cache address translation is done by assigning the most
significant g bits to the tag, the next c bits to the set index, and the rest to the
offset.
When data enters the cache, the set index of its address identifies the cache
set where it is to be stored. The particular cache line where it will be stored
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p
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Fig. 2: Virtual-to-physical address translation.

depends on the replacement policy inherent to the cache. Once a line is chosen,
the offset determines which position of the cache line the data will reside in.
Finally, the data block is stored alongside the tag in the line. The tag uniquely
identifies the line where the data resides inside the cache set.
In the described setting, one can find roughly two main types of caches depending on the form of this translation:
Virtually indexed: In this case, the set index can be generated from the virtual
address and in parallel to the TLB lookup, see Figure 3. Processes are in full
control of the set index part of the address. Process isolation in the cache
is guaranteed by tags, since physical addresses with different frame numbers
are translated to cache addresses with different tags.

Frame number

Tag

Page offset

Index

Frame number

Tag

Offset

Page offset

Index

Offset

Fig. 3: Physical-to-cache address translation in virtually indexed caches.

Physically indexed: In this case, the set index is generated, at least in part, from
the physical address (i.e., the frame number), see Figure 4. When different
frame numbers give rise to the same tag, process isolation in the cache is
enforced by the page color part of the frame number.
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Fig. 4: Physical-to-cache address translation in physically indexed
caches [VKM19].
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Cache model

In this section, we describe an abstraction of caches for the purpose of defining
a notion of security against access-based attacks. Find in Appendix A the set of
assumptions on cache systems and cache randomizers that shapes our models.
The following definition establishes some notation for indexes, tags and cache
addresses. Note that we disregard the offset part of addresses, since it is irrelevant
for the considered cache timing side-channels.
Definition 1 (Set Indexes, Tags and Addresses). Let c and g be positive
integers, and let S ⊆ {0, 1}c and T ⊆ {0, 1}g be sets of fixed-length binary
strings. We call S the (set) index space, and T the tag space. Elements of S are
called (set) indexes, elements of T are called tags, and elements of S × T are
called addresses.
Our model for cache systems comprises an abstraction C of the physical cache
memory, defined as an array that stores a fixed-length cache set C[s] for every
s ∈ S. To model cache accesses, we define a function access(RP, (s, t)) that
models accesses to the tag t in the cache set C[s]. To account for the leakage of
the latency of cache operations, our model reveals on each access a latency bit h.
If there is a cache hit (t ∈ C[s]), it outputs the bit h = 0. Otherwise, if there is a
cache miss (t ∈
/ C[s]), it outputs the bit h = 1. In the process, this function uses
a replacement policy RP to compute a cache line ℓ = RP((s, t)), and it stores the
tag t in C[s][ℓ] (possibly causing an eviction if C[s][ℓ] was not empty).
Definition 2 (Cache System). Let S be an index space and T be a tag space.
A cache system over S, T (or simply cache system) is a tuple (C, RP, access) that
consists of:
C: An array indexed by the set S. For every s ∈ S, it stores an ordered array of
fixed length that we denote by C[s]. We refer to C as a cache, to the arrays
C[s] as cache sets, and to each of the positions of cache sets as their cache
lines. We assume that C is a global variable that can be modified both by RP
and access.
RP(x) : A possibly stateful algorithm that takes as input an address x ∈ S × T .
It outputs a cache line ℓ = RP(x). We call RP a replacement policy.
access(RP, x): A function that takes as input a replacement policy RP and an
address x = (s, t) ∈ S × T . It modifies the cache C and outputs a latency bit
h. The bit h indicates whether there has been a cache hit (t ∈ C[s], in which
case h = 0) or a cache miss (t ∈
/ C[s], then h = 1). This function proceeds
as follows:
1. Compute the cache line ℓ = RP(x).
2. If t ∈ C[s], output the bit 0.
3. If t ∈
/ C[s], assign the tag C[s][ℓ] = t and output the bit 1.
When a slot C[s][ℓ] in the cache has not yet been accessed, we denote C[s][ℓ] =
NULL. We say that a cache set C[s] is empty if C[s][ℓ] = NULL for every cache line
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ℓ. Similarly, a cache C is empty if all its cache sets C[s] are empty. A cache set
C[s] is said to be full if C[s][ℓ] ̸= NULL for every cache line ℓ.
If C[s][ℓ] = t and executing access(RP, (s, t′ )) for t′ ̸= t reassigns C[s][ℓ] = t′ ,
we say that the access evicts the address (s, t) from the cache.
Definition 3. A cache system (C, RP, access) is
– fully associative if |C| = 1 (i.e., if it is over an index space satisfying |S| = 1),
– a-associative if, for every s ∈ S, the cache set C[s] has size a (i.e., a lines),
and
– directly mapped if it is 1-associative.
Regarding replacement policies, conventional replacement policies include
the Random (RAND) policy, the Least-Recently Used (LRU) policy, PseudoLRU (PLRU), First-In-First-Out, or Most-Recently Used. As stated in other
work [BDY+ 20,PGGV21], two main options to consider are RAND and LRU:
RAND((s, t)): This policy selects a random cache line when there is a cache miss
and the cache set C[s] is full. It proceeds as follows:
– If t ∈ C[s] (cache hit case), output the cache line ℓ such that C[s][ℓ] = t.
– If t ∈
/ C[s] (cache miss case):
• If C[s] is not full, output the smallest cache line ℓ so that C[s][l] =
NULL.
• If C[s] is full, output a uniformly random cache line ℓ.
LRU((s, t)): If there is a cache miss and the cache set C[s] is full, this policy
returns the cache line of C[s] that has not been accessed for the longest time.
For this, it logs every access in its internal state stLRU . It proceeds as follows:
– If t ∈ C[s] (cache hit case), let ℓ be the cache line such that C[s][ℓ] = t.
Log (s, ℓ) into stLRU , and output ℓ.
– If t ∈
/ C[s] (cache miss case):
• If C[s] is not full, let ℓ be the smallest cache line so that C[s][ℓ] = NULL.
Log (s, ℓ) into stLRU , and output ℓ.
• If C[s] is full, retrieve from stLRU the line ℓ of this cache set that
has not been accessed for the longest time. Log (s, ℓ) into stLRU , and
output ℓ.
One common property of these replacement policies is that cache sets that
are not full are accessed sequentially. The results of this work assume that all
replacement policies behave in this way.
From now on, when it is irrelevant or clear from context, we drop all reference
to the replacement policy RP. Particularly, we do so in the declaration of cache
systems and in the calls to the access function. Unless explicitly stated, we also
assume that the set and tag spaces S, T are fixed and taken as input by all
algorithms.
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Cache randomizer and RPC models

To prevent access-based attacks to cache systems, previous work considers RPCs.
Their randomization-based approach consists in restricting the access functionality of caches, so that all addresses pass first through a randomization function
π that computes the actual cache set to access. In other words, given a cache
system (C, access), cache accesses in RPCs are made with the function accessπ
defined as accessπ ((s, t)) := access((π(s, t), t)).
As we stated in the introduction, π should be a keyed algorithm. Moreover, we
may need some pseudo-random property out of it for security (see Definition 9).
For reasons also stated above, the keying material should be periodically set up
using a rekeying function rekey, which could work as a key derivation function
that derives new keys from previously generated keying material and randomness. The following definition formalizes these concepts.
Definition 4 (Cache Randomizer). A cache randomizer is a tuple (rekey, π)
that consists of the following:
rekey(): A probabilistic, possibly stateful, algorithm that generates a key k. We
refer to rekey as the rekeying algorithm.
πk (x): A probabilistic algorithm that takes as input a key k and an address
x ∈ S × T , and outputs a set index πk (x) ∈ S. We refer to πk as the
randomization function.
Given a cache randomizer (rekey, π) and a key k, two addresses x, y are called
congruent if πk (x) = πk (y).
To the end of deriving results under the assumption of the existence of idealcase cache randomizers, we define an ideal cache randomizer as one whose randomization function behaves as an independent random oracle for every key
k.
Definition 5 (Ideal Cache Randomizer).
An ideal cache randomizer is a cache randomizer (rekey, π̄) such that:
1. The rekey() algorithm samples k uniformly at random from a nonempty key
space K.
2. For every sampled key k, the function π̄k is chosen uniformly at random
amongst all functions from S × T to S.
We next define the central object of study of this article.
Definition 6 (Randomization-based Protected Caches). A randomizationbased protected cache (or simply RPC) is a concatenation C = (C, access, rekey, π)
of a cache system and a cache randomizer.
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Security definitions

In this section, we present our security definitions for RPCs, and we state the
pseudo-randomness notions associated to cache randomizers and rekeying algorithms. This work studies the security of RPCs from a standard cryptographic
viewpoint. We define a game where an attacker and a challenger interact through
an RPC, and we characterize security using the outcome of the game.
All the adversaries and distinguishers involved in our security and pseudorandomness definitions are considered to run in finite time and to have finite
resources. In particular, we do not consider computationally unbounded adversaries.
In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we present our single-epoch and multi-epoch security
definitions for RPCs. Then, in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we formalize the pseudorandomness of cache randomization functions and of rekeying algorithms, which
are the properties we need to achieve single-epoch and multi-epoch RPC security,
respectively.
3.1

Single-epoch security of RPCs

In the following, we define the single-epoch security of RPCs against single-target
access-based attacks. In these attacks, there is a distinguished target address
x = (σ, τ ) ∈ S × T . The attacker is allowed to use the accessπk function on
any address that does not have the same tag as x to modify the initially empty
cache C, obtaining the corresponding latency measures. The objective of the
attacker is to use these latencies to learn whether or not an access to x has
been carried out. Access-based attacks covered by our security definition include
Prime+Probe [OST06] and Evict+Probe [BM06].
In the considered threat model, we assume that the attacker has full knowledge of x, as well as of the public parameters (S, T, RP, access, rekey, π). However, we disregard attacks that rely on additional attacker privileges such as
cache flushing, cache collisions with victim processes, or timing the execution of
victim processes [DXS20]. For a list of the assumptions that configure the threat
model of our security definition, see Appendix B.
Our security definition is stated in terms of an experiment (N1 , N2 )-RandA (x),
in which a stateful adversary A interacts with a challenger through an RPC. This
experiment takes as input a target address x and two positive integers N1 , N2 .
Initially, the cache C is empty, and a key k is instantiated through a call to
rekey. Then, A performs N1 accesses to addresses of choice, so as to prepare the
cache. The address choices are made adaptively, taking into account all previous
addresses and latency measures, which are seen by A and logged into its state
stA . Afterwards, an access to x is made with probability 1/2 according to a fair
coin b. Subsequently, N2 addresses are adaptively chosen and accessed by A. In
a final guess phase, the target address x, and the state stA that contains all
previous addresses and latencies, are used by A to make a guess b′ of the bit b.
The experiment outputs the bit b and the adversarial guess b′ .
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For the sake of clarity, in our security definition we denote our stateful adversary by A = (A1,1 , . . . , A1,N1 , A2,1 , . . . , A2,N2 , A3 ), where each component
stands for a step in the described experiment. Moreover, for readability, we encapsulate into an algorithm called Prime the process of choosing an address,
accessing it, and logging the accessed address and latency into the state stA of
the adversary A.
The next definition states the security of an RPC C in one epoch, in terms
of the experiment Rand. It declares that C is secure when any adversary A can
not guess the value of the bit b from the interaction transcript with more than
a certain advantage.
Definition 7 ((N1 , N2 )-Access and N -Access Security). Let C be an RPC,
C = (C, access, rekey, π). Let N1 , N2 be positive integers, and let x = (σ, τ ) ∈
S ×T denote a target address. And let A = (A1,1 , . . . , A1,N1 , A2,1 , . . . , A2,N2 , A3 )
denote a probabilistic stateful adversary, where every Ai,j outputs in S×(T \{τ }).
Define the experiment (N1 , N2 )-RandA (x) as follows:
(N1 , N2 )-RandA (x) :

PrimeAj,i (x, k) :

for s ∈ S : C[s] ← (NULL)j

xj,i ← Aj,i (x)

k ← rekey()

hj,i ← accessπk (xj,i )

for 1 ≤ i ≤ N1 :

stA ← xj,i , hj,i

PrimeA1,i (x, k)
$

b ← {0, 1}
if b = 1 : 1 ← accessπk (x)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ N2 :
PrimeA2,i (x, k)
′

b ← A3 (x)
output (b, b′ )
We say the RPC C is (N1 , N2 )-access secure with advantage at most p if,
for every target address x and for every probabilistic stateful adversary A, the
output (b, b′ ) of (N1 , N2 )-RandA (x) satisfies
′
AdvRPC
C,A (N1 , N2 ) := 2 · |Pr [b = b] − 1/2| ≤ p,

where the probability is taken over the randomness of the adversary and the
randomness used in the RPC C and the experiment.
We say that C is N -access secure with advantage at most p if it is (i, N − i)access secure with advantage at most p for all i = 0, . . . , N .
In this definition, an adversary has advantage at most p if and only if it
distinguishes whether the challenge access to x has been carried out or not (that
is, the value of the bit b) with probability at most p. Hence, having advantage 0
is equivalent to being oblivious to the value of b, and having advantage 1 implies
guessing b (or its complementary) almost perfectly.
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Multi-epoch security of RPCs

In practice, an RPC should mask cache accesses for at least as long as critical
or attacker processes can be executed, hence possibly during various epochs.
However, as pointed out in previous work [BDY+ 20], leakage through accessbased attacks can carry across epochs, as information about the underlying cache
randomizer is revealed even if the key changes. This information could become
useful for attackers across different epochs. This calls for a multi-epoch security
definition, and for defining security properties of cache randomizers that could
help enforce security across epochs.
We next extend Definition 7 to characterize the security of RPCs across
R > 0 epochs.
Definition 8 (R-Epoch Security). Let C = (C, access, rekey, π) be an RPC.
R
Let R be a positive integer, let (N1,i )R
i=1 , (N2,i )i=1 be sequences positive integers,
and let x = (s, t) ∈ S × T denote a target address. Let A = (A1 , . . . , AR , A′ )R
i=1
be a probabilistic stateful adversary, where
Ai = (Ai,1,1 , . . . , Ai,1,N1,i , Ai,2,1 , . . . , Ai,2,N2,i ),
and where every Ai,j,k outputs in S × (T \ {τ }).
Define the experiment (R, (N1,i )i , (N2,i )i )-RandA (x) as follows:
(R, (N1,i )i , (N2,i )i )-RandA (x) :
$

b ← {0, 1}
for 1 ≤ i ≤ R :
(N1,i , N2,i )-RandbAi (x)
b′ ← A′ (x)
output (b, b′ )
where RandbAi (x) denotes an experiment similar to the RandAi (x) experiment in
Definition 7, except for the fact that the challenge bit b is fixed in advance and
that there is no adversarial guess phase or output.
We say the RPC C is R-Epoch ((N1,i )i , (N2,i )i )-Access Secure with advantage at most p if, for every probabilistic stateful adversary A, the output (b, b′ )
of the experiment (R, (N1,i )i , (N2,i )i )-RandA (x) satisfies
AdvME−RPC
(R, (N1,i )i , (N2,i )i )) := 2 Pr [b′ = b] −
C,A

1
≤ p,
2

where the probability is taken over the randomness of the adversary and the
randomness used in the RPC C and the experiment.
We say C is R-Epoch N -Access Secure with advantage at most p if it
is R-Epoch ((Ni )i , (N − Ni )i )-Access Secure with advantage at most p for all
N1 , . . . , Nn ∈ {0, . . . , N }.
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Pseudo-randomness of the randomization function

As for the impact of the cache randomizer on security as characterized in Definitions 7 and 8, we can consider the following cases, depending on the nature of
πk : S × T → S:
Unkeyed and deterministic: In this case, the attacker knows the cache set
π(s, t) every address (s, t) is assigned to. For instance, if RP = LRU and
if the cache is a-associative, a successful attacker can consider a different
addresses (s, t) ̸= x with different tags and π(s, t) = π(x), and access them
sequentially before and after the challenge. The bit b equals one when, in
the second accesses, some latency bit takes the value 1. Hence, security is
broken in at most 2a adversarial accesses.
Keyed and deterministic, without rekeying: In a keyed version, the cache
randomizer makes the previous task more difficult by hiding the congruence
relation between addresses. However, given enough accesses, an adversary
can use latencies to unveil this relation, and build various sets of at most
a congruent addresses. By building enough such sets and accessing them
before and after the challenge, it is possible to detect an access to x with high
advantage. This claim is backed up by existing research [BDY+ 20,PGGV21],
where such attacks are instantiated.
Keyed and deterministic, with rekeying: Setting a new key periodically is
seen by previous work [BDY+ 20,PGGV21] as the most effective way of enforcing the security of RPCs, despite the impact on efficiency. However,
knowing which rekeying periods are able to effectively hamper attacks is
not trivial, and leakage across epochs must be taken into account too. We
address these questions in Section 4.
A fourth option is keyed and probabilistic cache randomization, which has
been realized in [Qur19,WUG+ 19] through the use of skewed caches [Sez93,SSW14].
While our security definition for RPCs applies to such cache randomization
methods, in this work we do not consider them.
We next define a notion of pseudo-randomness for cache randomizers. This
notion coincides with the standard definition of pseudo-random functions (PRFs)
that can be found in [BKR98,AB00].
Definition 9 ((ν, ε)-Pseudo-Random Randomization Function). We say
that a cache randomizer (rekey, π) is (ν, ε)-pseudo-random if every distinguisher
A, which is allowed ν oracle accesses to a given function, has advantage at most
ε in distinguishing the oracle cache randomizer from random. That is,
πk
AdvPRF
(rekey,π),A (ν) := Prk←rekey() [A () = 1] − Pr

$

g ←F

[Ag () = 1] ≤ ε,

where F denotes the set of functions from S × T to S.
An option to instantiate a PRF with concrete security parameters in practice
is given by the reduction proposed by Goldreich et al. [GGM86]. In this way, a
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(ν, ε)-pseudo-random cache randomizer can be efficiently built from a (α·ν, ϵ/α)pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) with an α time factor increase, where
α = log |S ×T |. The security parameters of a PRNG can be heuristically inferred
from a wide array of randomness tests, such as [BRS+ 10]. Pseudo-random functions can also be instantiated from block ciphers [BKR98,HWKS98].
Note that the ideal cache randomizer (rekey, π̄) is trivially (ν, 0)-pseudorandom for every ν ≥ 0.
3.4

Pseudo-randomness of the rekeying algorithm

In order to extend single-epoch security to various epochs, some property must be
required from the rekeying process. As shown in [AB00] for IND-CPA encryption,
this property can be the pseudo-randomness of key generation. As their approach
translates directly to RPCs, we adopt their definition of pseudo-randomness of
stateful generators for rekeying.
Definition 10 ((ν, ε)-Pseudo-Random Rekeying Algorithm). Let rekey be
a stateful probabilistic algorithm with no input and outputs in a set K. We say
that rekey is (ν, ε)-pseudo-random if every distinguisher A, which is allowed ν
oracle calls to a given algorithm, has advantage at most ε in distinguishing the
oracle from random. That is,
rekey
() = 1] − Pr[AK () = 1] ≤ ε,
AdvPRG
rekey,A (ν) := Pr[A
$

where K returns k ← K on each call.
We refer to [AB00] for a procedure for building pseudo-random rekeying
algorithms from pseudo-random functions.

4

Security analysis

In this section, we study the conditions so that an RPC can provide concrete
security guarantees. More precisely, given a target advantage p, we show rekeying
periods N for which an RPC is N -access secure with at most advantage p.
In a first stage, we assume the cache randomizer of the RPC in question
is ideal. In the next section, we extend the obtained results to the non-ideal
case, modelling the cache randomizer as a pseudo-random function. Then, we
study how the given results improve under the presence of noise. Finally, we take
advantage of previous research to allow the study of the multi-epoch case. We
complete our security analysis by studying which rekeying periods are known to
allow efficient attacks.
Most of the results presented in this section are formulated using the binomial distribution. For ease of notation, we respectively denote by f (k; n, p) and
F (k; n, p) the probability mass function and the cumulative distribution function
of the binomial random variable with parameters n and p. That is,
 
k
X
n k
f (k; n, p) :=
p (1 − p)n−k
F (k; n, p) :=
f (i; n, p).
k
i=0
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Single-epoch security of RPCs with ideal cache randomizers

The following proposition provides rekeying periods N for which an RPC with
an ideal cache randomizer is N -access secure with at most a certain advantage,
as stated in Definition 7.
Proposition 1. Let C be an RPC with an ideal cache randomizer and an arbitrary replacement policy. Let |S| denote the number of cache sets, and suppose
that the cache is a-associative. Let p ∈ [0, 1], and
N = max {N ′ : F (N ′ − a; N ′ , 1 − 1/|S|) ≤ p} .
Then, C is N -access secure with advantage at most p.
Proof. For any adversary A in the N -access security games, let E denote the
event that A accesses at least a different addresses that are congruent with the
target address x. By conditional probability
′
AdvRPC
C,A (N ) =2 · |Pr [b = b] − 1/2|



 
=2 · Pr [b′ = b | E] · Pr [E] + Pr b′ = b | Ē · Pr Ē − 1/2 .
When using arbitrary replacement policies, it holds that the first a addresses
of an initially empty cache set are inserted sequentially. Therefore, any successful attack must find at least a addresses that are congruent with x; otherwise,
latency measures are independent of b. Hence Pr b′ = b | Ē = 1/2, and so
 
= 2 · Pr [b′ = b | E] Pr [E] + 1/2 · Pr Ē − 1/2
= 2 · |(Pr [b′ = b | E] − 1/2) · Pr [E]| ≤ Pr [E] .
Now, we see that E follows a binomial distribution, and that Pr [E] is the
probability of obtaining at least a successes in a sequence of at most N independent experiments, where successes happen with probability 1/|S|. Hence
AdvRPC
C,A (N ) ≤ F (N − a; N, 1 − 1/|S|) ≤ p.
In Figure 5 we show the rekeying period given by Proposition 1 in the ideal
cache randomizer case. We arbitrarily take the advantage bound p = 0.01, and so
these rekeying periods N guarantee that no adversary breaks N -access security
with more than 1% advantage. We represent the bounds in logarithmic scale,
for the typical numbers of cache sets |S| = 25 , 26 , . . . , 214 and associativities
a = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16.
4.2

Single-epoch security of RPCs with PRF cache randomizers

The next proposition states sufficient conditions on the cache randomizer (rekey, π)
so that any RPC using π is N -access secure with a certain advantage. This proposition allows us to choose cache randomizers when aiming at a particular security
level.
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Fig. 5: Rekeying periods N so that C is N -access secure with advantage at most
0.01, where |S| denotes the number of cache sets and a the associativity.

Proposition 2. Let N, θ be positive integers, and let p, ε ∈ [0, 1]. Let (rekey, π)
¯
be a cache randomizer, and let (rekey, π̄) be the ideal cache randomizer. Let (C, C)
be identical RPCs except for their cache randomizers, which are (rekey, π) and
(rekey, π̄), respectively.
Suppose that C¯ is N -access secure with advantage at most p against θ-time
adversaries, and that the randomization function π is (N, ε)-pseudo-random
against θ-time distinguishers. Then C is N -access secure with advantage at most
p + ε against θ-time adversaries.
Proof. Build a θ-time distinguisher A in the definition of (N, ε)-pseudo-random
cache randomizer as follows. The distinguisher A receives as input a randomization function f and internally runs an N -access security experiment with f ,
simulating an arbitrary θ-time adversary A. If the outcome is b′ = b, then A
outputs 1, and otherwise it outputs 0. Since π is (N, ε)-pseudo-random,
Prk←rekey() [Aπk () = 1] − Pr

$

f ←F

[Af () = 1]

= |Pr [b = b′ | f = πk ] − Pr [b = b′ | f = π̄k ]| ≤ ε
RPC
so Pr [b = b′ | f = πk ] ≤ Pr [b = b′ | f = π̄k ]+ε, and AdvRPC
C,A (N ) ≤ AdvC̄,A (N )+
ε.

4.3

Single-epoch security of RPCs under noise conditions

The noiseless setting explored in Section 4.1 may be the most conservative, and
this assumption may make sense in contexts such as trusted execution environments [CKK+ 20]. In general, other system activity may introduce noise and add
confusion to access-based attacks, on top of reducing the number of available
attack accesses in an epoch.
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To take into account the effect of noise on security, we can model noise as
suggested in [PGGV21]. Concretely, we ideally assume that a ratio ρ ∈ [0, 1) of
the N accesses in the security game are noise accesses, so there are ρN noise
accesses (rounded down) and (1 − ρ)N adversarial accesses. We also assume that
noise adds maximum confusion to the system by always making cache misses.
Finally, we assume that noise accesses happen in a batch, with no adversarial
accesses in-between, and only in successive steps around the challenge.
To properly analyze this setting, we can envision a security definition similar
to Definition 7, where ρN successive calls to PrimeAj,i that are contiguous to
the challenge are replaced by noise accesses. We call the corresponding security
definition N -access security under noise level ρ.
Following our conservative approach to security, we consider that noise makes
it impossible for the adversary to detect the challenge bit only when the target
address evicts or is evicted by noise addresses. The effects of noise could be
stronger for more restricted adversaries, as happens in [PGGV21]. For instance,
our results would greatly improve if we considered that attacks always fail when
at least one noise access is made to the cache set of the target address.
In this noise setting, we make an additional assumption on the replacement
policy. We assume that a consecutive cache misses on a cache set evict all data
from it. This is indeed the case for LRU, PLRU, FIFO, and other policies. Our
results can be easily adapted to policies like Nehalem’s MRU [AR20], where 2a
consecutive cache misses may instead be needed to evict a whole cache set.
The following proposition extends the result of Proposition 1, providing
rekeying periods N for which an RPC with an ideal cache randomizer is N -access
secure under noise level ρ with at most a certain advantage. The extension to
PRF cache randomizers follows from Proposition 2, analogously to the noiseless
case.
Proposition 3. Let C be an RPC with an ideal cache randomizer and a replacement policy of the form outlined above. Let |S| denote the number of cache sets,
and suppose that the cache is a-associative. Let p ∈ [0, 1], and


′
a−1


X (1−ρ)N
X
N = max N ′ :
f (i; ρN ′ , 1/|S|) · f (j; (1 − ρ)N ′ , 1/|S|) ≤ p .


i=0 j=a−i

Then, C is N -access secure under noise level ρ with advantage at most p.
Proof. For any adversary A in the security game, let E denote the event that
the cache set of the target address is either accessed at least a times by noise
accesses, or otherwise simply not filled during the game. If E happens, then A
has no information on the challenge b, and so, as in the proof of Proposition 1,
Advρ-noise-RPC
(N ) ≤ Pr(Ē).
C,A
Now, for 0 ≤ i < ρN , let Ei be the event that, during the security game, i
of the noise accesses take place in the cache set of the target address. The result
follows by conditioning on the events Ei , noting that Pr(Ei ) = f (i; ρN, 1/|S|),
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4.4

 P(1−ρ)N
j=a−i
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f (j; (1 − ρ)N, 1/|S|) if i < a
if i ≥ a.

Multi-epoch security of RPCs

Following an argument of Abdalla and Bellare [AB00], we can find an upper
bound for the advantage of any finite-time adversary in breaking the multi-epoch
security of an RPC. In this way, multi-epoch security is reduced to single-epoch
security and the pseudo-randomness of the rekeying algorithm. As explained
in [AB00], rekeying can have the effect of bringing significant and provable security gains, and in our case it can increase the time window where security is
known to be enforced (see Section 5).
Proposition 4 ([AB00]). Let R, N, θ be positive integers. Suppose an RPC
(N ) against θ-time adC is N -access secure with advantage at most AdvRPC
C
versaries, and that its underlying rekeying algorithm rekey is (R, AdvPRG
rekey (R))pseudo-random against θ-time distinguishers. Then, C is R-epoch N -access secure with advantage at most
RPC
(N )
AdvME−RPC
(R, N ) ≤ AdvPRG
rekey (R) + R · AdvC
C

against θ-time adversaries.
4.5

Insecure rekeying periods

In this section, we study methods to obtain rekeying periods for which attacks
with enough advantage are known to exist. We do so in two separate instances,
corresponding to the cases where the used replacement policy RP is either LRU
or RAND.
The RP = LRU case We next propose an attack to the security game of
Definition 7, for the case RP = LRU. This attack follows the same strategy
than [PGGV21]. Our attack relies on the following fact: if a set L of exactly
a addresses with different tags that are congruent to the target address x are
accessed right before and after the challenge takes place, the second batch of
accesses to L will all have latency 0 if and only if x was not accessed. Moreover,
after this process, the addresses of L will all end up being stored in the cache
set regardless of whether x was accessed or not. We next describe our attack.
In the first N1 accesses, the adversary A1,∗ builds a set of addresses with
no auto-evictions from the ground up. We call this set of addresses an attack
set. It is expected that, when the attack set is large enough, accessing it has
a high probability of evicting the target address x = (σ, τ ) from the cache. By
construction, A1,∗ ends by accessing all the addresses of the attack set. Then,
the challenge takes place. In the last N2 accesses, the adversary A2,∗ outputs the
addresses of the attack set, of which there are no more than N2 by construction.
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If some of the accesses given by A2,∗ has latency 1, then A3 guesses that the
target address x was accessed (i.e. b′ = 1), and otherwise it determines that it
has not (b′ = 0). We next describe how the first N1 steps of this attack work.
To build the attack set L, the adversary initially generates s ∈ S and t ∈
T \ {τ } at random, logs the address (s, t) into an ordered array L in its state,
and outputs (s, t). Then, it starts an iterative process, with a total of ℓ loops
(counting one less for the previous access). In each step of the loop, the adversary
first generates an address (s, t) ∈ S × T \ {τ } uniformly at random, subject to
the restriction that t is not the tag of any address in the attack set, and then
it stores the address (s, t) in its state and outputs it. We call (s, t) an attack
candidate. Then, it finishes the step of the loop by sequentially returning every
address of L. If the accesses to the attack set L have all had latency 0, the attack
candidate (s, t) is logged as a new element of L, since it has not been evicted
in the previous loop. Once all loops are finished, the subsequent outputs of the
adversary are random elements of the attack set L.
Note that the described attack is only feasible when the attacker can use at
least λ different tags from the tag space T . We write our attack in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Our attack in the RP = LRU case (first N1 accesses).
Let i = 0
A1,i generates (s, t) ∈ S × (T \ {τ }) uniformly at random
A1,i logs the attack candidate (s, t) into L
A1,i outputs (s, t); i = i + 1
for j = 2, . . . , λ do
A1,i generates (s, t) ∈ S × (T \ {τ }) uniformly at random, with t not in L
A1,i outputs (s, t); i = i + 1
for a in L do
A1,i outputs a; i = i + 1
end for
if the previous latencies of accesses to L are all 0 then
A1,i logs the latest attack candidate (s, t) into L
end if
end for
while i ≤ N1 do
A1,i outputs a random element of L; i = i + 1
end while

In this case, we fix the number of loops to

√

8N1 + 1 − 1
λ = min N2 ,
.
2
This choice guarantees that the attack set L obtained after the first N1 accesses
does not have more than N2 elements, and so it can all be re-accessed after the
challenge takes place. Also, since executing λ′ loops consumes at most λ′ (λ′ +1)/2
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accesses, our choice of λ guarantees that λ whole loops can be executed during
the first N1 accesses.
The next proposition determines the advantage of our attack in breaking
(N1 , N2 )-Access Security as stated in Definition 7.
Proposition 5. Let C be an RPC with an ideal cache randomizer and replacement policy LRU. Let |S| denote the number of cache sets, and suppose that the
cache is a-associative. Let p ∈ [0, 1], and let

 


1
N = min N ′ :
max ′ F λ − a; λ, 1 −
≥p .
N1 +N2 =N
|S|
Then, the adversary A described above breaks the game of (N1 , N2 )-Access Security of Definition 7 with advantage at least p.
Proof. Consider arbitrary positive integers N ′ , N1 , N2 so that N1 +N2 = N ′ . For
the adversary A stated above, let E be the event that the addresses of the attack
set fill the cache set of x, i.e, that L has a addresses that are congruent with
x. Then, as in the beginning of the proof of Proposition 1, we find AdvA (C) =
2 · |(Pr[b = b′ | E] − 1/2)| · Pr[E].
If E happens, then the attack perfectly detects the challenge access. Therefore, Pr[b = b′ | E] = 1, and so AdvA (C) = Pr[E]. Since the chosen number of
attack candidates λ does not exceed N2 and can always be accessed in N1 steps,
E is the event that the attack candidates fill the cache set of x, i.e., that at least
a of the λ attack candidates are congruent with x. Hence, A that has advantage
AdvA (C) = F (λ − a; λ, 1 − 1/|S|)
in the game of (N1 , N2 )-Access Security of Definition 7. The result follows.
In Figure 6 we show the rekeying period given by Proposition 5 in the ideal
cache randomizer case. We arbitrarily take the advantage bound p = 0.01, and
so these rekeying periods N guarantee that there exists an attack that breaks
N -access security with at least 1% advantage. We represent the bounds in logarithmic scale, for the typical numbers of cache sets |S| = 25 , 26 , . . . , 214 and
associativities a = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16.
The RP = RAND case Our attack for the RP = RAND case is slightly different
than that of the RP = LRU case. Consider, as in the previous attack, a set L
of a addresses with different tags that fill a cache set, and an attack candidate
y. It is indeed the case that, if all addresses of L are stored in the cache and
then one accesses y and L again, the last accesses to L all have latency 0 if and
only if y did not evict any of the addresses in the cache set. However, due to
the behavior of RAND, if the access to y evicted some address of the cache set,
after the last access to L it may be the case that y still resides in the cache set
while some unknown address of L does not. This greatly complicates the task
of detecting future evictions, rendering obsolete the method of building attack
sets explained earlier.
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Fig. 6: Rekeying periods N so that there exists an attack on C that breaks
N -access security with advantage at least 0.01, where |S| denotes the number
of cache sets and a the associativity.

To mitigate the problem above, after our adversary A1,∗ accesses an attack
candidate y, the addresses in L are accessed a total of m times, for some suitable
value of m ∈ {1, . . . , N1 − 2}. Each access to L has probability at least 1/a of
evicting y and, when it does, L ends up being stored in the cache. Moreover, if
y is evicted in the first m − 1 passes of L, the latencies in the m-th pass will all
be 0. If for some of the loops this does not happen, then our attack fails.
The adversary A2,∗ behaves as in the LRU case, accessing all elements of
L. If in some loop of A1,∗ the attack failed, then A3 returns a random coin.
Otherwise, if some access issued by A2,∗ has had latency 1, then A3 guesses that
the challenge x was accessed (i.e. b′ = 1), and else it determines that it has not
(b′ = 0).
Note that our attack requires N ≥ 5 and 3 ≤ N1 ≤ N − 2, and that it is only
feasible when the attacker can use at least λ different tags from the tag space
T . We describe our attack in Algorithm 2.
As in the previous case, we fix the number of loops to
(
$p
%)
8mN1 + (2 − m)2 + m − 2
λ = min N2 ,
.
2m
This choice guarantees that the attack set L obtained after the first N1 accesses does not have more than N2 elements, and so it can all be re-accessed
after the challenge takes place. Also, since executing λ′ loops consumes at most
Pλ′ −1
i=0 (im + 1) accesses, our choice of λ guarantees that λ whole loops can be
executed during the first N1 accesses.
Proposition 6. Let C be an RPC with an ideal cache randomizer and replacement policy RAND. Let |S| denote the number of cache sets, and suppose that
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Algorithm 2 Our attack in the RP = RAND case (first N1 accesses).
Let i = 0
A1,i generates (s, t) ∈ S × (T \ {τ }) uniformly at random
A1,i logs the attack candidate (s, t) into L
A1,i outputs (s, t); i = i + 1
for j = 2, . . . , λ do
A1,i generates (s, t) ∈ S × (T \ {τ }) uniformly at random, with t not in L
A1,i outputs (s, t); i = i + 1
for l = 1, . . . , m do
for a in L do
A1,i outputs a; i = i + 1
end for
end for
if the latencies of accesses to L in the loop l = 1 are all 0 then
A1,i logs the latest attack candidate (s, t) into L
else
if the latencies of accesses to L in the loop l = m are not all 0 then
A registers in its state that the attack fails
end if
end if
end for
while i ≤ N1 do
A1,i outputs a random element of L; i = i + 1
end while

the cache is a-associative. Let p ∈ [0, 1], and


(

m−1 !

)


1
1
N = min N ′ :
max
1 − (λ − a) 1 −
· F λ − a; λ, 1 −
≥p .


a
|S|
N1 +N2 =N ′
1≤m≤N1 −2

Then, the adversary A described above breaks the game of (N1 , N2 )-Access Security of Definition 7 with advantage at least p.
Proof. Let N ′ , N1 , N2 , m be positive integers with N ′ = N1 + N2 and 1 ≤ m ≤
N1 − 2. For the adversary A stated above, let H denote the event that the attack
fails. If H happens, then A3 emits a uniformly random guess b′ , and so
AdvA (C) :=2 · |Pr [b′ = b] − 1/2|


 
=2 · Pr [b′ = b | H] · Pr [H] + Pr b′ = b | H̄ · Pr H̄ − 1/2
 


=2 · Pr H̄ · Pr b′ = b | H̄ − 1/2
Now let E denote the event that the addresses of the attack set fill the cache
set of x, i.e, that L has a addresses that are congruent with x. On one hand,
if E happens and the attack
does not fail, our adversary perfectly detects the

challenge access, i.e. Pr b′ = b | E ∩ H̄ = 1. On the other hand, if E does not
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′
happen and the attack
 ′ does not fail, our adversary outputs b = 0 regardless of
the value of b, so Pr b = b | Ē ∩ H̄ = 1/2. Hence
 








= 2 · Pr H̄ · Pr b′ = b | E ∩ H̄ · Pr E|H̄ + Pr b′ = b | Ē ∩ H̄ · Pr Ē|H̄ − 1/2


 
= Pr E|H̄ · Pr H̄ .


Now, Pr E|H̄ is the probability

that at least a of the λ attack candidates
arecongruent
with
x.
Hence
Pr
E|
H̄
= F (λ − a; λ, 1 − 1/|S|). To lower bound

Pr H̄ , denote by Hj the event that our attack fails in its j-th loop. Note that
our attack can not fail during the first a loops. By the union bound
λ
X




Pr[H̄] = Pr ∩λj=a+1 H̄j = 1 − Pr ∪λj=a+1 Hj ≥ 1 −
Pr [Hj ] .
j=a+1

Our attack fails in a given loop when the attack candidate corresponding to that
loop evicts an element of the attack set from the cache, and the successive m − 1
accesses to L fail to evict the attack candidate from the cache. Each access to L
has probability at most (a − 1)/a of not evicting the attack candidate from the
m−1
. The result follows.
cache, and so in a given loop we get Pr[Hj ] ≤ 1 − a1

5

Experimental results

In this section, we portrait how to apply the results of this article, as well as
present a performance analysis using a cache simulator. The scripts used to
compute the rekeying periods and number of epochs from Propositions 1, 3 and 4
have been made available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6397296.
To present an application case, we choose the L3 cache of an Intel® Core
i7-8700K (Coffee Lake) commodity processor [AR20]. This LLC is 12MB in size,
it has associativity a = 16, a total of 12 slices, and 1024 cache sets per slice. The
number of cache sets is then |S| = 12 · 1024 = 12288.
5.1

Application case

Suppose we want to use an RPC to hamper access-based attacks with advantage
larger than 1% in this LLC in the noiseless scenario. According to Proposition 1,
assuming an ideal cache randomizer, the corresponding RPC is 100532-access
secure with advantage at most 0.01. This means that a rekeying period of N =
100532 prevents single-epoch attacks with advantage larger than p = 0.01.
In the noise scenario, the rekeying period can slightly increase. In our results,
this effect is only noticeable for large noise levels ρ. For example, according to
Proposition 3 in order to guarantee that no attack has at most 1% advantage,
our rekeying period rises from N = 100532 in the noiseless setting to N = 106963
for noise level ρ = 0.9. Or, in the case we want to guarantee no attack succeeds
with more than 10% advantage, our rekeying period rises from N = 136832 in
the noiseless setting to N = 159006 for noise level ρ = 0.9.
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The ideal cache randomizer assumption can be lifted by virtue of Proposition 2. For example, if we take as cache randomizer a pseudo-random function
that is (100532, 0.04)-pseudo-random (according to Definition 9), the corresponding RPC is 100532-access secure with advantage at most p = 0.05. That is, a
rekeying period of N = 100532 guarantees that any single-epoch attack has at
most 5% advantage. Similarly, this RPC is 106963-access secure under noise level
ρ = 0.9 with advantage at most p = 0.05.
To illustrate the multi-epoch case, take the number of epochs R = 10, and
assume that the used rekeying algorithm rekey is (10, 10−5 )-pseudo-random. If
the employed cache randomizer is (78705, 4 · 10−3 )-pseudo-random, then the
considered RPC is 78705-access secure with advantage at most 4.999 · 10−3 .
By Proposition 4, the considered RPC is 10-epoch 78705-access secure with
advantage at most 10−5 + 10 · (4.999 · 10−3 ) = 0.05. Hence, security is extended
to R · N = 787050 accesses.
The pseudo-randomness of the underlying rekeying algorithm can have a big
impact on security across epochs. For instance, assume instead that the used
cache randomizer is (63486, 4 · 10−4 )-pseudo-random. Then, we can extend the
same security guarantees to R = 100 epochs of N = 63486 accesses long. That
is, to R · N = 6348600 accesses.
5.2

Performance analysis

We have used Champsim, a trace-based simulator with a detailed cache model [Cha],
to evaluate the impact of the rekeying period on the CPU’s performance. We
use this simulator to model the LLC of the Intel® Core i7-8700K (Coffee Lake)
processor. Concretely, we model a cache with 1024 · 16 sets, 16 ways, and a cache
set size of 64 bytes. In our simulation we choose the PLRU replacement policy,
which is common in LLCs. In our cache setup, as in the modeled processor, the
L1 and L2 private caches have 8 ways, and 64 and 1024 cache sets, respectively.
As workload, we use traces of the SPEC2006 bechmark suite. To model randomized caches, we use an xor-based parametric randomization function [THAC18],
and vary the encription key every time we reach the number of accesses to the
LLC dictated by the rekeying period.
Figure 7 shows the instructions per cycle (IPC) of each workload for a randomized cache setup, normalized to a cache system without randomization. To
measure the impact of the rekeying period, we show results for rekeying periods
ranging from just 100 acceses to 160000 accesses. As shown in Figure 7, the impact of rekeying very frequently can be severe for some workloads. For instance,
for the mcf workload, performance is slowed down by 37% with a rekey period
of 100 accesses, and only by 13.9% when using a rekeying period of 160000 accesses. On the contrary, other workloads like perlbench or exchange2 have a
negligible impact in performance. Interestingly, results for fotonik3D are better
with randomization, and benefit from the cache remapping ability to remove
pathological conflict misses.
In general, the impact of rekeying is not very significant when using large
rekeying periods. In average, the performance is slowed down by 4.80%, 4.00%,
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Fig. 7: Instructions per Cycle (IPC), normalized to a cache system without
randomization for different rekeying periods.

1.90%, and 1, 5% for rekeying periods of 100, 1000, 100000, and 160000, respectively.

6

Conclusions and further work

In this paper, we formally define and analyze the security of randomizationbased protected caches (RPCs). We provide a security definition for RPCs, called
N -access security, that protects against access-based attacks to a single target
address in one epoch in the setting where a rekeying period N is set. Additionally, we provide results that allow to calibrate the rekeying period N , the cache
randomizer, and the rekeying algorithm in order to obtain specific security guarantees. Hence, the present work shows that it is possible to formalize security
for RPCs, and that doing so allows for robust constructions and security claims.
The obtained results are also extended to a scenario with noise conditions, and
we give tools to quantify security across multiple epochs. Our approach improves
on previous work by precisely characterizing security, and by providing formal
proofs of the security of RPCs for chosen parameters.
We next highlight a few suggestions for further research in the line of this
article.
A first extension of this work would be to consider RPCs that work over
skewed caches. Skewed RPCs [Qur19,WUG+ 19] use skewed caches [SSW14,Sez93]
to introduce additional true randomness in the access function, and this is seen
to substantially improve security against known attacks [PGGV21]. Whilst our
security definition applies to skewed RPCs, our security analysis does not account for randomness in the cache system. In particular, it would be interesting
to observe how this randomness improves the rekeying period of RPCs.
Another path to take is to improve the provided bounds. Tighter lower
bounds could probably be found, especially for the RP = RAND case and the
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noise scenario, by carrying a more involved probability analysis or considering
different threat models.
Variants of our security definitions could also be explored. While our N -access
security definition is rather general and applies to all state-of-the-art RPCs,
it only concerns detecting accesses to a single target address through accessbased attacks. It is possible to study the multi-target case, adapting the security
definition so that the goal of the adversary is to detect accesses to one, some or
all target addresses. The results obtained for the single-target case could be of
use in reductions from multi-target cases. Different attacker objectives could be
considered as well, for instance learning an eviction set of a target address.
It is possible to develop a similar analysis to the one presented here for
security against other attacks that require more privileges from the attacker,
particularly in the case of timing-based attacks [LWML16]. These attacks assume that the attacker can test whether an access to the target address hits or
misses before being presented the challenge. Analyzing this case would require
modifying the game in the security definition, and the derived rekeying periods
would be smaller due to the increased abilities of the adversary.
Finally, recent work as ClepsydraCache [TNF+ 21] or Entropy-Shield [DMR+ 20]
considers additional techniques on top of randomization, such as time-to-live
features or noise. One could attempt to follow the line of the present work, and
provide a formal analysis that allows to assess the impact of these auxiliary
techniques on security.
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Assumptions for our RPC model

Our models for cache systems and cache randomizers make a few assumptions
to facilitate the security analysis, and leave aside superfluous features. As per
cache systems, we make the following assumptions:
Cache-only architecture: Since this work is only concerned with the interaction with the cache, our model completely disregards the main memory, the
MMU and the CPU. We give notation for the cache and for cache randomizers. The constraints that other components impose on the threat model are
explained in Appendix B.
Offset dismissal: All memory blocks addressed with the same tag and set index get mapped to the same cache line, and the offset part determines where
the block does get stored in the line. Therefore, the cache state and the observed latencies are unaffected by the offset. As in all previous work, we
dismiss the offset part of the address. This choice does not affect security.
Tag-only storage: The data retrieved from main memory does not contribute
to the functionality of the cache or the observed latencies. Thus, our cache
model holds at most one tag per cache line, and no data.
Cache hierarchy: As a component, the cache usually consists of several memory devices that form a leveled cache hierarchy, with lower-level caches sitting
closer to the CPU. This hierarchy is often inclusive, meaning that lowerlevel caches always hold a subset of the data of higher-level caches. The
LLC is the farthest to the core, it usually has the highest latency, and it
is the only one shared among different cores. In this context, as in prior
work [Qur18,THAC18,Qur19,WUG+ 19] and without loss of generality, we
restrict to the protection of the LLC and see the cache as a single memory device as laid out in Section 2.1. Partition-based solutions [WL07,DJL+ 12,KLA+ 18]
could be better suited for lower-level caches.
Slicing: Many systems divide the cache sets of their LLC into disjoint slices,
and a slice is selected on every access through a hash of the tag and the
set index. Seeing this hash as part of the cache randomization process, our
model combines all slices into one that contains all cache sets.
And, as per the cache randomizer, we make the following assumptions:
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Randomizer as a component: Regarding the actual placement of the randomizer in the architecture, there exist two approaches. In works such as
CAESER [Qur18], addresses go through an encryption process before entering the cache. Since plain physical addresses should be used in main memory
(otherwise, changing keys would shuffle the main memory), any address outgoing from the cache is decrypted to retrieve the original physical address.
Other work, such as ScatterCache [WUG+ 19], applies the address randomization in the cache, temporarily storing the physical address so that it can
be output as is if needed. Without loss of generality, we follow the latter
approach, since it does not require defining an inverse to the randomizer
and so it allows to consider a wider range of solutions.
Set index randomization: In some of the previous work, randomization is
only applied to the set index part of the address, while others randomize
both the tag and the set index. Since we assume process isolation is enforced
with the tag (see Appendix B), randomizing the tag does not report any
advantage against contention attacks. We take the set index randomization
approach.

B

Threat model

Access-based attacks on caches can have different objectives. For instance, the
attacker may be interested in knowing whether a process accesses one known or
unknown address, or a certain cache set, or in monitoring the addresses accessed
by another process. Moreover, there are several points to be taken into account
when modeling the adversary and the attack environment.
In this work, an RPC is deemed insecure when an adversary can detect
an access to a target address by observing the latency of adaptive accesses. The
attacker objectives and capabilities to be taken into account when modelling our
security definition (see Definition 7) are driven by the following considerations:
Targeted addresses: Instead of targeting a particular address [PGGV21], attacks can also target arbitrary addresses [VKM19]. The former attacks aim
at building sets of addresses that, when sequentially accessed, have a high
probability of causing auto-evictions (i.e., not all of them ending up stored
in the cache). Both options are of a different nature, and we consider only
targeted attacks since they pose an arguably greater threat.
Number of target addresses: It is possible for targeted attacks to aim at
monitoring accesses to one or to many addresses at the same time (as in
Bernstein’s attack on AES [Ber05]), and the attack could succeed if accesses
to all or just some of the accesses are detected. This depends on the process
under attack, and different security definitions may apply in different cases.
The most conservative objective is to detect accesses to any address out
of a set of target addresses. However, in this article we focus on the more
natural case of detecting one access to a single target address (σ, τ ), which
makes sense for some attacks presented in the literature [PGGV21]. In the
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terminology of Bourgeat et al. [BDY+ 20], we aim at security against singleaddress transmitters. At any rate, our results may translate to other cases.
Global keying: As per keying, cache randomizers may require a single key in
the system, or they can manage a different key per process. In the first
case, the attacker may learn congruence relations between addresses that
also hold for the victim process. However, knowing congruence relations is
not necessary to perform access-based attacks such as [OST06], and does
not affect security as we define it. We restrict to the global keying case for
clarity.
Rekeying period: This period can be fixed using the clock time, the number
of accesses issued to the cache, or by other means. We consider a fixed
number of cache accesses in each epoch. Note that a smaller rekeying period
impacts the efficiency of the final solution, because all local writes have to
be flushed to main memory prior to rekeying. We also assume that flushing
completely cleans the cache; otherwise, stale data could affect the reliability
of the system. In our security definition, we make this explicit with the
assignment C[s] ← (NULL)j for every s ∈ S.
Number of accesses: We adopt a flexible approach when counting the number of accesses in each epoch. We assume that N1 accesses are issued to
prepare the cache before the possible access to the target address, and that
N2 accesses are issued after it to detect if it was carried or not. This accounts
for epochs lasting at most N = N1 + N2 accesses. We also assume that N1
and N2 are known to the adversary.
Access to the actual cache: Since we study latency-based attacks, we assume that the attacker can not view the cache C, nor access it by any other
means than a black-box evaluation of the accessπk function.
Access to the cache randomizer: As other work [PGGV21], in a real attack
setting we may assume that the design of the randomization function π is
publicly available but that the actual key k is not, and that the attacker can
not evaluate πk directly due to hardware restrictions. In particular, this implies that the attacker can not see which cache set is modified by the accessπk
function, or in which line, but it may be able to infer some information from
latency measures.
Process isolation in the cache: Isolation should be enforced in hardware, so
that the accesses of the attacker do not collide with accesses by victim processes in the cache if this is not authorized. However, different addresses could
collide in the cache after randomization if the whole address is randomized.
And, in physically-indexed caches, tags could be the same for different data,
and set indexes could then coincide after randomizing. Previous work implements measures to preserve process isolation in the cache even in those
cases, e.g. taking the whole frame number as the tag [THAC18].
In this article, without loss of generality, we assume that the attacker can
not generate collisions with the target address x = (σ, τ ) in the cache, by
preventing it from using the tag τ . This is in line with the measures to
enforce process isolation taken in previous work, for instance by Trilla et
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al. [THAC18]. Nevertheless, we assume that the attacker has full knowledge
of the target address x.
Physical indexing: As explained in Section 2.1, the set index of the address
can be part of the virtual or the physical address. In the first case, which is
typical of lower-level caches, the attacker is in direct control of the set index.
In the second case, which is more typical of higher-level caches (such as the
LLC), part of the set index depends on the address translation enforced by
the OS. As the most conservative choice, and since the attacker could have
some knowledge of the page table, we give the attacker the freedom to input
to accessπk any address in S × T \ {τ } in order to set up an attack. In an
honest scenario, however, we note that freely accessing randomized addresses
with the same tag could easily lead to data integrity and coherency issues if
no additional measures are taken.

